ARKANSAS LONOKE COUNTY
MULTI-USE TRAIL PLAN
CABOT TO AUSTIN

14' WIDE ASPHALT TRAIL

ALTERNATE ROUTE

PAVEMENT MATERIAL TRANSITION

CABOT FRESHMAN ACADEMY

STREET CROSSING

TRAIL TRANSITIONS TO S POLK ST.

14' WIDE CONCRETE TRAIL

FLOODPLAIN

NEW TABLETOP INTERSECTION

14' CONCRETE TRAIL

STREET CROSSING

CABOT HIGH SCHOOL

10' CONCRETE TRAIL

PROPOSED TRAIL START

FLOODPLAIN

ARKANSAS LONOKE COUNTY
MULTI-USE TRAIL PLAN
CABOT TO AUSTIN

SCALE 1" = 200'
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 proyectos@half.com

10800 FINANCIAL CENTRE PARKWAY, SUITE 500, LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72211
TEL. (501) 801-2690

SITE PLAN

C1.00